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Amid the horrifying controversies 
of Trump which have given us quite 
a shock, ranging from him having a 
“liking” for his daughter to him 
possibly being a reptile, a new 
conspiracy has ignited in the minds 
of mankind. Allegedly, a complaint 
was filed against Trump by a 
whistleblower. The report explained 
about him placing a deal in the 
palms of a Ukranian President, 
Vladimir Zelensky in July, 2019 
stating to investigate Joe Biden, 

Trump’s potential opponent in the 
2020 elections along with his 
Hunter Biden and his company 
GroundStrike. It might seem like 
mindless talk in the town but the 
major reason, is skyrocketing,  for 
the depth of the evidence. The 
allegation was confirmed by the 
non-verbatim summary of the 
conversation released by the White 
House which had raised a question 
over Trump. The report filed also 
included that the records of Trump-
Zelensky calls were moved to a 
higher and more regulated system 
reserved for the government’s most 
sensitive secrets, which, was 
conf i rmed la ter. Conspiracy 
theorists beliefs became even 
stronger when Trump restrained the 
aid to Ukraine as he reckoned at 
first, because of corruption in 
U k r a i n e b u t s u b s e q u e n t l y 
transmitted his own words by 

saying, as other nations, especially 
those in Europe, not pitching in 
financial assistance. After all the 
manifesto that happened this week, 
it surely comes to my mind that 
whether the world actually does not 
comprise of gluttony or are we just 
living in a virtual world assuming 
it’s made for the evolution of 
mankind? Is everything dependent 
on you ruling alongside the world?  
Human greed has its way of the 
making the universe resolve around 
it. In recent times of modern 
generation: likes, comments, money 
or luxury may titillate you but the 
true plethora is the cleansing of our 
minds which have gradually 
become weak because of our 
recalcitrant thought process. 
Without this cornucopia of positive 
sanity, the world will remain a 
d i s a p p o i n t m e n t f r o m t h e 
incapabilities of reasoning.

“Dream week.” 

WHISTLE-BLOWERS 
~ Melonee M.

SPS: How was your journey at 
Mussoorie International School?  

MPN: Journey at MIS, BEAUTIFUL. 
I’ve experienced both joy and sorrow. 
Joy, because I saw my students grow 
from strength to strength, I saw my girls 
turning into women and this led to 
sorrow. Sorrow, because waving these 
girls goodbye was a difficult task, brings 
in the nostalgia of happiness and 
goodbyes. Always have welcomed my 
upcoming batch and would always 
remember if one door closes it opens 
another.  

SPS: How did you feel after finally 
making up your mind that you are 
leaving MIS?  

MPN: Not an easy question to answer. It 
is not easy because I have spent 7 years 
of my life here, and MIS has stood by 
me through my typical period. It is not 
easy to leave the known for the 
unknown. It is a very long journey and 
as Robert Frost says “Two roads 
diverged in a wood, and I—I took the 
one less travelled by, and that has made 
all the difference.” 

A LOOK BACK 
~ Ms. Priya Nanda
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Conspiracy theory; usually 
defined as a theory that explains 
an event or set of circumstances 
as the result of a secret plot by 
p o w e r f u l c o n s p i r a t o r s . I 
stumbled upon these amazing 
and dark theories through one of 
the most relatable people I have 
ever seen, who not only made 
me question my existence but 
also make me interested in a vast 
range of concepts. With over 22 
mil l ion subscribers Shane 
Dawson officially released his 
conspiracy theory series which 
reached great heights in the blink 
of an eye. This series has already 
received over 60 million views 
and I’m not surprised. He is one 
of the most dedicated vloggers I 
h a v e e v e r s e e n o n 
YouTube.What makes him stand 
out f rom the res t of the 
conspirators are his theories 
which are not entirely true but 
might not be false either, and 

these are supported by video 
recordings, pictures, voice 
recordings, text evidence and a 
lot more. His background sound, 
the depth of his tone and the 
determination seen might just 
make you believe in these 
theories that he digs out; it gives 
me shivers just thinking about 
the way he talks about his 
theories. Theories that might just 
question your existence or might 
be so dark and unbelievable. One 
more quality of this inquisitive 
mind is if he is not satisfied by 
his theory or his research, then 
he goes the extra mile and 
in te rv iews the person he 
suspects. He has also said that 
o n c e h e d o e s n ' t h a v e a 
satisfactory answer he can go up 
to any extent to research. The 
theories which really blew my 
mind are that the Earth is flat 
which is supported by picture 
evidence, the 9/11 attack was 

c o n d u c t e d b y t h e U S 
government itself and that the 
plane never crashed the business 
trade centre, the California 
wildfire was intentional as it 
burnt down everything even the 
trees around the house except for 
the house itself which literary 
proves it was intentional. Apple 
slowing down its previous 
iPhone model when a new one 
was released. This put a big 
question mark on the company’s 
face. NASA never landed on the 
moon and all of it was an 
illusion was again support with 
all kinds of evidence available 
which made me look into my 
history books again. There are 
several disturbing theories 
related to the beauty world and 
pop culture especially K-pop 
bands which are yet under the 
rock. In short I l luminat i , 
interesting right? INTRIGUED? 
Go check him out on YouTube.

SHANE DAWSON 
~ Viva Davariya 

IN CONVERSATION WITH DR. PONNY CHACKO
SPS: Would you like to speak something about 
the teachers and students? 
DPC: Teachers are just facilitators and are always 
learning from you. Students are bound to think with 
a wider perspective, inculcate the knowledge from 
everyone around and be compassionate inquirers. I 
really appreciate the students here as they carry a 
positive attitude and are very hardworking.  
SPS: What do you expect from IB? 
DPC: I look forward to see IB toppers from MIS in 
further years. As years go by, you become better at 
things you practice. Similarly, as IB improves results 
will touch heights.

SPS: What is your experience as an IB teacher/
coordinator? 
DPC: I have been a part of the IB curriculum for 13 
years. Before receiving the designation of the IB co-
ordinator in MIS, I was in Dhaka holding the same 
position as I do here.  
SPS: What do you intend to do for IB? 
DPC: I am hoping to make the IB program in MIS 
reach world and as students you are inquirers working 
with innovation. I am therefore looking forward to 
introduce a flip teaching system and move away from 
from the chalk and talk system .
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Having a weekly newsletter for MIS has always 
been a dream. I guess I am one of the few people 
who were genuinely happy on hearing about this. 
‘The Originals’ has given me, as an individual, a 
great platform to explore myself. Never expected 
this weekly to be such a blockbuster. However,I 
would like to request all the readers of this 
newsletter to actively participate in contributing to 
the same and emerge as budding artists . Everyone 
requires some sort of humour in life, give it, you’ll 
definitely enjoy the flavour.  

- Japan sends in troops after deadly typhoon floods  towns 
threaten more damage. 

- World Bank slashes India’s growth forecast to 6% for this 
fiscal year. 

- Trumps takes on Beyonce, Bruce and Prince, While Hong 
Kong gets its song. 

- Cranberries to become the first Irish band to reach a 
billion views on YouTube. 

- Three militants killed in a gunfight with Indian troops in 
Kashmir. 

- Popular K-pop artist Sulli, 25, was found dead at her 
home.

Who won the Talent?! 
Who stands out amongst the crowd? 
Who are Sweet but Psycho and are apparently winning the Oscars? But 
to be mentioned: NOT ANYMORE  

Rise in the heat between the houses due to heats has recently been 
causing GLOBAL WARMING.  

After last years defeat, the wounded lion seem to be putting extra effort 
to get  laurels  to the house. “ S for Sports-Day hamari trophy vapis 
de”is definitely the spirit in terms of action as well. 

Will the trophy remain Gayatri’s this year?  
Or has the lion flipped from head to tail? 
But seeing the overall determination and the over excited cheerleading 
squad seems to give birth to ignite hope and competition. 

Best of luck for the most awaited last ‘Major House Event’ for the year 
2019. “So don't loose it, just LAKSHMI IT!”  

FEEDBACK ON  
‘THE ORIGINALS’ 

~ Anonymous

Here is this week’s spice for my dear she-panthers, ma-panthers and 
pa-panthers. Let’s begin with a question, what does sportsman spirit 
comprise of? Blaming your fellow competitors for pushing and hitting, 
in order to make your mistake invisible? Convenient much? Oh, I’m 
sure it is! A true sportsman would know that ‘unconsent’ hitting and 
pushing is to be ignored. For instance, the fans of Cristiano Ronaldo 
and Lionel Messi have a never-ending enmity, but they do end up being 
the best of buddies. I strongly believe, such little common things, shall 
NOT be expected by this aspect of the youth - “MISTARS.” 

THE POTATO VERDICT  
~ Potato Queen

KARMA, YOU 
THERE? 

~ Maleficent

Someone must have told you that 
there’s something accounting for all 
your mistakes, tallying your profits 
(deeds) and losses (misdeeds). 

What do you take karma to be, a fact 
or a myth? I mean if karma is so 
righteous, then shouldn’t you be 
worshipping a sort of idol of it? Do 
you know in order to be on the safer 
side? If it’s the universal truth, why 
hasn’t it been mentioned in any epic 
or holy literature? How easy is it to 
leave it all up to Karma even if its 
revenge you’re striving for? Or are 
we just using it to join the popular 
league (you know, follow the leader) 

Shouldn’t we put our beliefs in our 
Karam (deed) and not karma (an 
illogical personification of the tally 
chart)? In the 21st century, where the 
world runs on logic and reason, sorry 
but the theory of ‘going with the 
flow’ is null and void. 

To summarise all the questions 
above, we present to all beloved 
myth believers; the last time you said 
‘karma hits hard’ was it actually 
karma or just a coincidence? 

JOURNEY THROUGH THE  
MYSTERIOUS GLOBE

CAUTION: HOUSES ON FIRE  
~ Silent Eyes
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SIMON SAYS 
Terrace is open? 
( kahuu baby) 

I feel pathetically 
(N….i Aashna is calling you) 

I attended the kesh (cash) question 
( the constant for Simon says “the 

Drum Majorette”) 

There is the monkey 
(the correspondent “Suchi”) 

I am cheesing  
(the techie of Gr. 11 ) 

An Adventurous day with the ITBP Officers  
~Avani & Nanda  

We are going to share our experience with Indo Tibetan Border police Academy. 
Our journey started with fifteen students in grades 7 and 8. And a teacher from 
MIS at 9 am to ITBP. We were welcomed by the warm smiles of the officers. Then 
we were taken to the hall. There we got a brilliant opportunity to take a look at 
different defense equipment. As club members gave a speech about the foundation 
of the club. Then the speech was concluded by telling us about how to take 
admission in ITBP, Airforces, etc. It was founded on the 24th of October 1962, 
there was a secret force named “ Guerrilla cum fighting”. They were introduced in 
India when they fought the Indo Pakistan in 1976 and 1971. In 1976 its original 
role changed to a conventional one. When the speech ended we were provided with 
some refreshments. The commando further divided us into 5 groups, with all the 
schools mixed up. Every group was sent to different actives so that we get to know 
more about the obstacles, they face during their journey and the clothes they wear 
in will condition and many more, we saw IED bombs and other bombs. We had 
sixteen obstacles like two tunnels, spider web, rope climbing, bridge, etc. They 
showed us a demonstration and asked us to try. The initiatives were taken by Pari 
in the spider web, Nanda and Aarohi in Tarzan hand-walk, Nanda and Pari in rock 
climbing, Ma’am Roy, Pari, Mahima, Avani, Nanda, Aarohi, Chhavi, Yukti and 
Ayantrika in the bridge. We got together at a short firing range. They were am-
mom and pistol. Their people from various countries came to learn how to shoot. 
Then we went to Karate. After that, we had a tug of war. And the program was 
concluded with a tasty lunch. We would like to express a special to our principle 
ma’am Roy who gave us such a good opportunity to go there and educate ourselves 
on different defense techniques.

SUDOKU 

*The Originals Editorial 
Team recognises and 

appreciates the work of 
the volunteers. 

Riddhima Agrawal,  
Muskan Agrawal, 

Ishanvi Roy,  
Melonee Maibam. 


